General Information for Adorers

Your commitment to adore is a blessing from the Lord!
As a Guardian of the Eucharist during your hour, it is your responsibility to ensure that the
Blessed Sacrament is never left alone. To ensure that the Blessed Sacrament is never left alone,
please observe these procedures:
Sign in at the beginning of your assigned hour of adoration. This way, the Adorer you are
relieving can check the sign-in sheet before leaving the Chapel area to confirm that you are the
Adorer who is scheduled for the next hour. This will inform the departing Adorer that you are
relieving him or her for the entire next hour and not someone who has arrived for a short visit.
Substitutes: If you are subbing for someone, please write your name in at the designated
time/hour.
When leaving after your hour of Adoration, be sure to check the sign-in sheet to verify that you
are being relieved for the next hour.
If you should have any problem during your hour of adoration, such as illness, or if the Adorer
who is to follow you in adoration does not arrive, please call Devan Stein at 615-987-5299.

Respect for Our Lord during Adoration is displayed in the following ways:
1. Genuflect upon entering the presence of the Lord.
2. Be mindful of proper respectful and modest attire.
3. Maintain an austere reverence in the presence of Our Lord; Be respectful of others that may be
adoring with you. (Love your neighbor as yourself)
4. Never eat or drink in the Chapel.
5. Nothing is to be placed on the altar. Nor should it be approached.

Security/Emergency Procedures:
For your safety/security, please don't open the outside door to chapel for anyone. Visitors
should have the passcode to enter into the keypad on the side door. This is one of our security
measures. If an emergency of a serious nature arises, call 911. After calling 911, please call
Devan at 615-987-5299.

